Photoinduced ultrafast charge separation in colloidal 2-dimensional CdSe/CdS-Au hybrid nanoplatelets and corresponding application in photocatalysis.
Multicomponent hybrid nanocrystals (HNC) consisting of a semiconductor and metallic domains are an important class of nanostructured materials demonstrating useful applications and interesting basic knowledge. In this scenario, Au nanoparticle (NP) islands of ∼2 nm have been grown on unique two dimensional (2D) CdSe/CdS core@shell hexagonal nanoheteroplatelets of 20 nm diameter to form unprecedented 2D CdSe/CdS-Au HNCs and detailed optical characterization has been carried out to determine the dimensionality based electron transfer dynamics on the ultrafast scale. Steady state optical absorption studies show that upon growing Au NPs onto the 2D nanoplates, a new band appears in the red region of the spectra (500-800 nm), which suggests a strong interaction between the exciton of the core-shell and the plasmon of the metal NPs. Fluorescence studies showed the quenching of emission of the semiconductor domains upon the growth of the metallic domains. Detailed optical and TRPL studies suggested efficient charge transfer from the 2D CdSe/CdS to the Au domains, irrespective of excitation wavelength. Femtosecond transient absorption studies suggest that the electron transfer from the 2D hybrid nanocrystals to the metal domain is on an ultrafast time scale (∼800 fs). No evidence is observed for charge transfer from the 2 nm Au domains to the semiconductor seeds. The broad absorption in the visible region of the hybrid nanocrystals and the ultrafast charge transfer facilitates very efficient photo-catalytic reactions under direct sun light, as a case study.